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Only tap water delivers public health, fire protection, support for the
economy and quality of life. Your tap water – it’s safe, reliable and, when
compared to other water options, very affordable. Your water bills pay for
the stewardship of local water resources and the processes required to
deliver safe and sustainable water to the community.
EPCOR’S VISION
We are committed to protecting public health through the production
and delivery of high quality drinking water and responsible
management of wastewater.
To achieve our vision, we focus on:
• People and safety: Be a place where people choose to work, known for
our zero-injury culture and focus on continuous improvement
• Operational excellence: Be recognized as an expert in our business by
adopting best available technology and solutions that enhance water
and power quality, system reliability, and our efficiency and costeffectiveness

BaCkground
The 2010 Town of Canmore Utility
Performance Report provides an overview
of the year’s achievements and looks ahead
at plans for 2011. EPCOR’s key measures
of success include a full range of activities
that are summarized under the headings of
Quality Assurance, Operational Excellence,
Capital Programs, Environment, Customer
Care and; Safety.
These measures are set by the Town and the applicable
provincial regulations. A capital program and
operations budget, along with detailed reporting of
several performance indicators, is approved annually
by Town Council.

The ten-year fixed-price, performance-based utility
management agreement was recently renewed for
EPCOR to continue to provide quality service to the
community until 2020 The full spectrum contract
includes water and wastewater treatment, water
distribution, wastewater collection, storm drainage,
biosolids composting, meter reading, billing and
account management. The Town continues to own the
waterworks assets.
As capital work is identified, EPCOR also acts as
project manager and receives a predetermined
management fee. Responsibility for proactive leak
detection and repair, as well as risks for life-cycle
costs and emergency repairs, have been transferred to
EPCOR and are funded through annual contributions
to the Rehabilitation Reserve. Operation and
Maintenance activities are provided at a fixed price,
but subject to annual changes due to inflation and
town infrastructure growth. Thus, all operational risk is
transferred to EPCOR.

• Environment: Make the environment a priority in everything we do
• Growth: Deliver increasing value to our shareholder
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UTILITY ASSeTS & OPeRATIONS
Water treatment plant
•

Canmore has two water sources: a groundwater source which meets an
8 ML/d average demand; and a surface water source, treated with direct
filtration and free chlorine disinfection, which meets a 9 ML/d average
demand. Groundwater from Pump House #1 (PH1) is treated by chlorine
injection prior to distribution while water from PH2 (Rundle Forebay)
is treated through a combination of chemical coagulation using alum,
chlorine injection, gravity filtration and UV disinfection

Water distribution system
•

“Water loss has
dropped From
38% in 2000 to
19% since 2004”

•

•

•

•

More than 100 kilometres of water distribution pipes, ranging in size
from 100 mm to 450 mm (4 inches to 10 inches) in diameter, distribute
treated potable water to all areas of town. Canmore’s geology poses a
major challenge in locating water leaks as the water lost from leaking
pipes quickly disappears into the granular soils, rather than surfacing
where it can be easily discovered
While it is inevitable that some water is lost through leaks, there are
several other sources of losses, including theft of water through illegal
connections, malfunctioning controls, and inaccuracies in meter
readings
Water loss has dropped from 38% in 2000 to 19% since 2004. While
this is a significant improvement, there is still some work required to
achieve the Town’s 10% goal, which is industry standard

Canmore’s level III tertiary treatment plant has a primary clarification
stage where alum is used to precipitate phosphorous and settle solids.
The effluent from the clarifier proceeds to the two-staged Biofor
process. This is a leading edge technology well suited to variable
wastewater conditions
The wastewater treatment plant receives sewage from 11 lift stations.
This plant includes primary screening, biological aerated filtration
for secondary and tertiary treatment, and UV disinfection prior to
discharging to the Bow River

Approximately 200 homes in South Canmore are
serviced by a Low Pressure Sewage System rather
than gravity one. The general area serviced by this
system is between 1st Street and 3rd Street, from 3rd
Avenue to 6th Avenue. A pressure sewage system was
selected for this neighbourhood due to the high cost
associated with installing gravity mains in an area with
flat topography and a high ground water table.
The low pressure sewage system requires individual
property owners to pump their sewage to the collection
mains in the street. These mains are small diameter
lines ranging in size from 38 mm (1 ½ inches) to 75 mm
(3 inches). Each home is required to have a sump and
grinder pump to transfer sewage from the house to the
main in the street. The force of the pumps pushes the
sewage through the main to a gravity sewer further
downstream at a pressure of 34 kPa (5 psi).
All homes connected to the low pressure sewer
system should have a two horsepower pump
operating at a minimum discharge of 10 litres per
minute (2.6 US gallons per minute) at a pressure of

The plant is designed to treat approximately 22 ML/day
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Collection system
The Town’s sewage collection network consists
primarily of gravity sewer pipes ranging in size from
200 mm (4 inches) to 600 mm (12 inches). The system
is divided into 11 catchment areas. Each area has a lift
station that receives sewage from the gravity mains.

Wastewater treatment plant
•

The high groundwater levels that exist in the
downtown area can result in significant infiltration
of groundwater into the wastewater collection
system. Groundwater infiltration into the
wastewater system is also a source of significant
additional costs, energy consumption and
associated greenhouse gas emissions as a
result of the additional volumes of wastewater
that require treatment
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200 kPa (29 psi). Regular inspection and maintenance
of the homeowners’ pump and sump systems is
important. Recommended maintenance includes:
•

Sumps should be examined and thoroughly
cleaned semi-annually

•

For those installations that have tilting type float
switches to control the pump operation, the
switches should be cleaned of any foreign debris
and grease build up semi-annually

•

Pumps should be inspected for impeller and grinder
ring wear on an annual basis

CheCk your sump pump
• Sumps should be examined and
thoroughly cleaned semi-annually
• For those installations that have
tilting type float switches to
control the pump operation, the
switches should be cleaned of any
foreign debris and grease build up
semi-annually
• Pumps should be inspected for
impeller and grinder ring wear on
an annual basis
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Stormwater Management
The Town of Canmore has approximately 35 km of
storm sewers. Most of these are located in the newer
subdivisions on the east side of the Trans Canada
Highway and west side of the river. Due to the very flat
terrain on the valley floor, the older sections of Town
do not have storm sewers. In these areas, storm water
is collected via drywells which allow the storm runoff
to percolate down into the ground and ultimately
reach the water table. A number of these drywells
are located within the Town’s groundwater protection
zone, resulting in a potential risk to the quality of
groundwater resources.

QUALITY ASSURANCe
EPCOR completed water quality and wastewater tests
in compliance with its Licence to Operate requirements.
All tests are completed by Canmore operations staff
with Quality Assurance support from the EPCOR Water
Laboratory in Edmonton.
Water quality is measured by analyzing the physical,
chemical and microbial properties of the water. Health
Canada has established science-based guidelines for
drinking water known as The Canadian Drinking Water

Guidelines (CDWG). They establish the maximum
acceptable concentrations (MAC) of chemical, microbial
and radiological contaminants found in water. They also
address aesthetic water quality issues such as colour,
taste and odour.
Protecting public health is a key priority for EPCOR.
Our employees work to ensure that water provided
to the community meets or exceeds standards and
expectations for safety, reliability and quality.

•

Met or exceeded exceeding regulatory wastewater effluent quality
requirements 99.9% of the time

•

Supplied Wastewater Quality data and all regulatory reporting as
required

•

EPCOR’s Edmonton quality assurance department conducted semiannual audits to ensure we are in compliance with our water license
and and to ensure all related laboratory equipment is calibrated

Water

OPeRATIONAL eXCeLLeNCe

Canmore’s water treatment plants continue to produce
excellent water related to microbiological parameters
and meeting all other regulatory requirements.
Highlights included:

EPCOR proactively manage all infrastructures through regular
maintenance, evaluations and improvements. Preventive maintenance
activities met or exceeded targets. These activities included:

•

Met or exceeded regulatory water quality
requirements 99.9% of the time.

•

Supplied Water Quality data and all regulatory
reporting as required

•

EPCOR’s Edmonton Quality Assurance department
conducted a proficiency audit of the Canmore
laboratory

•

Successfully passed federal government random
testing of treated water within the distribution system

•

Reviewed requirements for Alberta Environment’s Water Use Reporting
System (WURS) for which Canmore is compliant

•

Made significant efforts to reduce alum dosing at the WWTP to
minimize costs and maintain regulatory compliance standards

•

Responded quickly to the Three Sisters Booster Station lightning strike
to ensure safety of the reservoir and to repair the monitoring systems

•

Commenced tracking of power and water consumption efficiency
initiatives

•

Increased operational efficiencies and reliability through use of a work
management system (IVARA and My EPCOR - Oracle) to schedule, log
and track all preventive and corrective maintenance activities

•

Scheduled cleaning and flushing for:

Did you know...
Canmore has two
water sources, a
ground water source
and a surface water
source

-- Sanitary mains in approximately 40% of the Town

“ProteCting
PubliC Health is
a Key Priority
For epcor”
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Wastewater

-- Storm system in problem areas using Vactor truck, including
Silvertip area as per discussions with the Town of Canmore
•

Inspections/repairs were completed for:
-- 409 hydrants annually
-- 120 non-draining fire hydrants during the winter months
-- 32 pressure reducing valves annually
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CAPITAL PROJeCT HIGHLIGHTS

Submitted reports on:
-- Regulatory and operational activities

EPCOR expertise in managing utilities provides the Town with savings by
delivering infrastructure projects at or below budget:

-- Electronic billing for the metering program
-- Annual system water loss audit
-- Staffing

•

-- Utility highlights for the Town’s monthly Committee
of the Whole reports

Completed Sanitary Utility Master Plan in partnership with the Town
of Canmore and Stantec.

•

Stantec completed a biosolids characterization report on behalf
of the Town and EPCOR. This study indicates how well the plant is
operating relative to the WWTP upgrade stage II design capacity
and how quickly stage III of the upgrade should occur

•

Completed rehabilitation project for the Prospect Creek outfall

•

Completed Sanitary Lift Station #10 upgrade

•

Began upgrade of Sanitary Lift Station #5 which will be completed
in 2011

•

Prepared schematic of wastewater treatment plant biological
aerated filters (BAF)

•

Submitted 2011 – 2015 recommended capital plans to Town

-- Maintenance procedures
-- Rehabilitation budget accounting
-- One and five-year capital budgets
-- Quality management
-- Insurance and WCB coverage

Quality/Efficiency Index
Actual Values
Activity

Target Values
2006

2007

2008

Rehabilitation Reporting

New Index measure as of 2010

Maintenance Activities

100%

Contract Reports

2009

2010

100%

100%

100%

100%

New Index measure as of 2010

100%

100%

Natural Gas Reports

New Index measure as of 2010

Below

Below Thresholds

Power Reports

New Index measure as of 2010

Below

Below Thresholds

100%

100%

100%

Did you know...
Canmore’s Water
Treatment Plant
met or exceeded
regulatory water
quality requirements
99.9% of the time

lIMITING sALT
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The Town of Canmore’s Snow Removal Policy
requires that sand/salt mixtures consist of a
maximum of 10% salt by volume in order to reduce
the potential for run-off to adversely affect surface
water and groundwater quality
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eNVIRONMeNT

WATERSHED PROTECTION

EPCOR works closely with all regulatory and environmental agencies to provide safe water to the community and
meet environmental compliance. All regulatory and environmental requirements were met or exceeded in 2010
Environmental highlights include:
•

Implemented process changes at all facilities to reduce or prevent violations and environmental releases

•

Reported six violations to Alberta Environment. Two involved sanitary discharges (environmental releases) from
ruptured sanitary force mains and the other four were administrative in nature

•

EPCOR and the Town of Canmore launched the “Don’t Flush It” campaign to raise public awareness of what can
and cannot be sent into the sanitary system. Media and website awareness campaign in conjunction with the
annual Toxic Round-up campaigns

•

The Town of Canmore and EPCOR partnered with the Bow Valley Waste Management Commission to manage
compostable materials for major special events including the local Folks Festival and Highland Games

Environmental Index

The Town of Canmore’s Snow Removal Policy requires
that sand/salt mixtures consist of a maximum of
10% salt by volume in order to reduce the potential
for run-off to adversely affect surface water and
groundwater quality.

Actual Values
Activity

Target Values
2006

Violations to the Approval to
Operate License

Environmental Releases

Proactive Activities

Completion of Required
Regulatory Reporting

4

0

2007

3

8

2008

3

3

2009

3

0

2010

4

2

6

To Flush or
not to Flush?

9

6

10

16

0

12

9

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
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During storm events and spring run-off, moving
water can transport and introduce significant
quantities of sediment and other contaminants (e.g.,
oil, grease and antifreeze from roadways, recently
applied pesticides from lawns, salt from roadway
or sidewalk de-icing, etc) to surface water bodies or
groundwater. The Town of Canmore has a Stormwater
Master Plan and oil-grit separators are required on
all discharges for new developments. These remove
certain pollutants (such as oil and grit) from the
storm water before they enter water courses. EPCOR
managed recent projects on Three Sisters Drive and
at 900 Larch Place to incorporate swales to increase
infiltration and nutrient uptake from stormwater.
Older developments all have catchment basins to
improve surface water quality.

EPCOR and the Town of Canmore
launched the “Don’t Flush it”
campaign to raise pulic awareness
of what can and cannot be sent into
the sanitary system

10
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CUSTOMER CARE AND
COMMUNITY
EPCOR provides 24 hour emergency services to the
Town at 403 609-6400 (and then choose option 1) and
is available to answer customer questions or concerns.
We are committed to resolving or solving customer
calls in a timely and professional manner.
A variety of information relating to water services,
water efficiency, and watershed protection are found
on the EPCOR website at www.epcor.ca. It also hosts
an interactive online school education program.
EPCOR is proud to actively support the community; our
employees strive to build sustainable partnerships that
enhance community life and promote wellness in the
communities we serve. This year in Canmore, we were
proud to support:
•

Olympic and Paralympic Games

•

Canmore Children’s Festival

•

Comedy Cares-International Street Performers visit
to the Canmore General Hospital

•

Town’s annual post-Halloween pumpkin composting
program

•

Local Food Bank during the winter holiday season

•

Gold Sponsor to the Canmore and Area Healthcare
Foundation Golf Tournament

•

EPCOR Essential Volunteers Program – Helping
Hands Grant
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SAFETY

Customer Service Index

EPCOR is committed to the ongoing safety of our employees, our contractors and the public with the promotion
of safe work practices incorporated into day-to-day work activities. Our motto is “Safety First – No Excuses”. We
practice this through regular inspections conducted in all work areas. Lost time incidents are reported monthly
and a target of zero is set annually. This year’s highlights include:

Actual Values
Target Values

Activity

% Of Service Outages
Restored In Less Than 24
Hours

Customer Satisfaction
Survey

# Community Events
Supported

Completion of Reporting
and/or Internal
Communication Targets

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

N/A

13

94%

10

N/A

N/A

10

12

N/A

7

90%

85%

4

•

No lost time incidents for any employee

•

Continued focus on safety training for all employees including chlorine handling, transportation of dangerous
goods, WHIMIS, etc.

•

Eight staff completed the Safety 2000 course which includes: OH&S overview; WHIMS training; hydrate
awareness; respiratory protection; gas testing; standard first aid and CPR; H2S Alive; transportation of dangerous
goods; confined space entry; industrial fire extinguisher applications; and a mentally active driving program

•

Continued use of a safety orientation program and training for new employees and contractors

•

Safe work plans, confined space entry permits and preventive talks implemented

•

All operations personnel were fit tested for self-contained breathing apparatus and respiratory half masks

•

EPCOR Operations Health and Safety specialist conducted inspections of Canmore operations facilities

•

Conducted a table top Emergency Response Plan exercise

Safety Index
100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Actual Values
Target Values

Activity

“Our motto is
saFety First
— no exCuses”
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2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Safety Training (hours/
employee)

13

37.8

55.2

21.5

41.2

8

# of Preventative Activities

193

132

115

83

104

55

# Safety Meeting

12

12

12

12

12

11

# Lost Time Accidents

0

0

0

0

0

0
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WHAT’S AHEAD

ENVIRONMENT

QUALITY ASSURANCE
•

Ongoing monitoring of groundwater quality at Pumphouse #1
production wells to ensure the source is not under the influence of
surface water. If it is, then the Town would be required to upgrade the
treatment process to include ultraviolet light disinfection treatment
similar to that in place at Pumphouse #2

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
•

Did you know...
There was no lost
time incidents for any
employee this year

EPCOR promotes and encourages all staff to attain the highest level
of Alberta Environment certification available, resulting in an increase
of operational knowledge and, in turn, a safer and more productive
work environment

CAPITAL

•

Assist the Town in creation of its Environmental Protection Plan, as
required by Alberta Environment

•

EPCOR and the Town are working towards a regional solution for
biosolids management

•

Continue to work with the Town of Canmore on water efficiency and
awareness programs

•

Support watershed management program which focuses on public
awareness and education

CUSTOMER CARE
•

EPCOR will be revising its 2011 sponsorship strategy for all the
communities it serves

SAFETY
•

Continued commitment to EPCOR’s Safety Program to ensure the safety
of staff and the public at large. This includes further training in:

•

Upgrade Canmore’s most critical sanitary lift station, Lift Station #1, to
improve reliability in periods of greater water flow

•

Upgrade programmable logic control (PLC) at sanitary Lift Station #5

-- Transportation of Dangerous Goods

•

Install larger pumps to enhance capacity to handle influent at the
Wastewater Treatment Plant

-- Construction Safety Training Software

•

Develop a plan to provide potable water to the wastewater treatment plant

•

Complete updates to the baffle in clearwell at Pump House #1

•

Complete the Utility Master Plan, which includes:

-- Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System

-- Confined Space Rescue

Did you know...
EPCOR promotes
and encourages all
staff to attain the
highest level of
Alberta Environment
certification available

-- Review of the Town’s population and any development plans that
could substantially impact the water and wastewater system
-- Examine capacity of the water distribution network, water treatment
plant, sewer collection system, and wastewater treatment plant to
handle demand for the next five to 10 years
-- Recommend capital programs, and possibly maintenance
programs, for the water and wastewater systems
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CheCk it out!
A variety of information relating to water services,
water efficiency, and watershed protection are found
on the EPCOR website at www.epcor.ca
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Notes

102 Bow Valley Trail
Canmore AB T1W 3B7
Canada
Ph: 403-609-6400
www.epcor.ca

